In a recent paper, Cohen and Montgomery proved a conjecture of Bergman concerning the relation between the Jacobson radical and the graded Jacobson radical of a ring graded by a finite group. In their proof they made use of the theory of Hopf algebras. In this note we give a short and elementary proof of the Bergman conjecture.
(1) (id ® e)°p = id, (2) (p ® id)°p = (id 8» A)°p. Now it is elementary that R is G-graded <=> R is a /c[G]-comodule algebra, where the map p is given by p: R -» R ® kG: r -» £ rx ® x. ï G G In the rest of this note we will identify R ® kG with RG, which will be considered to be graded in the usual way. We will denote the image of R under p by S.
The author wishes to thank Professor Passman, who gave some verv helpful remarks after reading the first version of this note.
(1) Theorem. Jg(R) c J(R).
Proof. Let V be an irreducible Ä-module. Then W = VG = LaeCaF is clearly a graded irreducible ÄG-module. Since RG is finitely generated, as S-module this 
Proof. Let/ g Homs(M, N),m g M, and define
The demonstration that /is ÄG-linear is entirely classical. Let t g G. Then
At«) -,4: E of(a-lrm) = 7^ I To'f(o"lm) = rf(m).
It is obvious that/satisfies properties (a)-(c). 
